
EXPERIENCE REALLY IS THE BEST 
TEACHER. THAT’S ESPECIALLY TRUE 

WHEN IT COMES TO MAKING ALL THE 
DECISIONS THAT GO INTO BUILDING YOUR 
FOREVER HOME, FROM THE GROUND UP.  
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Homeowner and builder Frank 
Carestia’s favourite room is 
the living room. “I find it very 
comfortable and subtle,” he 
says. “The fireplace surround 
looks like marble but it’s 
actually porcelain tile.” 

The entryway is enhanced by 
porcelain tile laid in a herringbone 
pattern, and a stately 14-foot ceiling. 
Staircase by Trinity Rail & Trim.
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T“This isn’t a home we would or could have built 20 years ago,” says 
Frank Carestia, President and CEO of Duca Homes, of their 
stately one-storey property in a mature Ancaster neighbourhood. “It’s 
definitely the result of everything we’ve learned over the years.” 

More than a decade of crafting custom homes for clients helped 
Frank realize exactly what he wanted to put into his next home. And 
since he and wife Tina had collaborated to design their family’s first 
Ancaster home together, the couple had plenty of in-the-trenches 
experiences to call on this time around. 

In the blueprint stage, for example, Frank knew what steps to take 
to get Tina on board with the vision. “Because he builds houses all 
the time, he can visualize things,” says Tina. “But I really need to see 
things physically in front of me.” To bridge that gap, Frank would lay 
out measuring tape on the floor of their former house to help Tina get 
a sense of the size of a room, or use markers on the plywood of the new 
home’s frame to draw in the fireplace, sofas and any other details. 

Continued on page 48

ABOVE: Frank and Tina Carestia happily collaborated on the many decisions a 
new build requires. RIGHT: Frank wanted the cabinets to be the focal point of the 
kitchen, so they opted for simple and elegant flooring. Light fixtures throughout 
the home, from Elm Ridge Lighting and Interiors, are low maintenance. “I tend 
to like lots of dangly, elaborate lighting,” Tina explains, “but for this house we 
wanted something more timeless.” 
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Frank and Tina enlisted the help of Jill Fraser, owner of House 
of Fraser Decor, and Christina Wickenden, owner of The Green 
Door Decor. As a team, Jill and Christina had worked with Frank for 
years, and have known Tina personally for almost as long, so they had 
plenty of insight into what the family would want and need in a house 
designed to grow and change with them.

“When they started to build this home – after designing the house 
for eight years – we thought, ‘Okay, this is huge,’  ” says Jill. “Not because 
there was any particular pressure but because we knew them so well by 
that time. Every decision was something of a group consensus.” 

Having four experienced people on the same wavelength made it 
relatively easy to navigate the mountain of decisions required for any 
custom build. “Drawing out where the kitchen island would go and 
where the kitchen table would go, we realized we could add a few extra 
feet to the island, and that’s just made a world of difference,” says Tina. 
“It meant there was room for a stool for each of us, and it’s great for 
entertaining, too.” 

At one point, after looking at a 3D rendering of the kitchen 
(cabinetry by CR Technical Woodworking, counters by Stonex 
Granite & Quartz), Tina was struggling to decide on where 
appliances (Peter Martin Appliances) should go. “Jill knows us well 
and could picture how we’d use this space, so she suggested moving the 
bar fridge close to the dining room, and then suddenly it all made much 
more sense,” says Tina.  

When it came to choosing colours, Tina and Frank – whose previous 
Continued on page 50
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home was done in warm earth tones and browns – gravitated toward 
cooler, grey tones for a change of pace. “Since this is their forever home 
and they’re not going to change things like the floor or fireplace, we 
helped them choose finishes that will be flexible down the road, so they 
can adapt as the trends or their tastes change,” explains Jill. 

The flooring, for example (Mario’s Tile & Interiors), is engineered 
wide-plank hickory with mid-tone shades of both greys and browns. In 
the family room, the sleek, modern gas fireplace (Reliant Climate) is 
a focal point, with an Italian tile that incorporates both cool and warm 
tones. “When we first walked into the showroom and I saw that tile, I 
knew right away,” says Tina. “It just looked like art to me.”

While choosing fireplace tile came easily, other decisions required 

ABOVE: The butler’s pantry adjoins the kitchen and the dining room. TOP: 
“The body of the kitchen cabinets are pale oak, and the accents darker grey,” 
says Jill Fraser of House of Fraser Decor. “So many kitchens are white these 
days; this is going to give it longevity.” RIGHT: The spacious kitchen includes 
a coffee bar and room for a substantial table, from Penwood Furniture. 
OPPOSITE, BOTTOM: Dream team Jill and Christina Wickenden of The 
Green Door Decor. TOP: Tina loves being in her kitchen. She likes to cook and 
bake and entertain.
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Tina originally saw this bold colour scheme in a magazine spread used in a living 
room, envisioning it for her dining room. Custom curtains by Ottawa Textiles 
complement the sizeable windows in the kitchen, family room and dining room. 
Table from Lofty Ambitions on Ottawa St. N.

a team effort. “Jill and Christine would email us all the time with ideas 
about lights, art, mirrors and other things,” says Frank. 

Tina adds, “There were lots of times when Frank and I would be out 
shopping and we’d be snapping pictures of chairs and sending them to 
Jill and Christine to get their opinions.” 

In the dining room, the striking black-and-white colour scheme was 
a design departure for the couple. “I was so excited when Tina said she 
wanted this look in her dining room,” says Jill. “It’s such a bold choice 
for the first room people see when they walk into your home.” 

Continued on page 52

Incorporating 
different 
textures makes 
these accents pop.

We set ourselves apart from other builders by 

not only providing the highest quality materials, 

tradesmen and services but by also building with 

energy efficiency in mind. This results in healthier 

indoor air quality, lower utility bills, a higher quality 

of life and the peace of mind that goes with knowing 

your family is living to a higher standard.

905.304.0468

What do you envision 
for your next home?

Time to surround yourself with the things you love.

christina@thegreendoordecor.com  
905.870.1706  www.thegreendoordecor.com

Everybody deserves  
to love their home

905.399.2793

houseoffraserdecor.com

To love yours, call Jill Fraser
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When it came to finding chairs that 
worked with the scheme, Tina was less 
confident. “I couldn’t go dark, I didn’t want 
wood or leather. I really wasn’t sure what 
would work, and then Jill helped us find 
these soft grey, textured chairs,” says Tina. 
“They’re perfect.” 

The dining room is flanked by the 
long, high-ceilinged entranceway. At Jill’s 
suggestion, Frank built the live-edge walnut 
console table that now grounds the space, and 
he and Tina added the framed photographs 
above that reflect their roots.  

“My family is from Italy, so there’s a photo 
of an iconic scene in Venice,” says Frank. “My 
wife is half Italian and half English, so another 
photo is a shot of Big Ben and London. Then, 
because our family is Canadian, there’s a photo 
of Toronto’s skyline.”

“It’s a house full of personality,” says 
Jill. “That suits this family; there’s not a 
shrinking violet in the bunch, so they needed a 
house to match.”

Tucked in the master bathroom is a water 
closet with a surprise expanse of zebra 
wallpaper. “That was really a happy accident,” 
explains Jill. “We bought the wallpaper for the 
powder room and it didn’t work in there with 
the stone we chose, so this seemed like a good 
spot to use it.” Jill laughs and adds, “I’m sure 
whenever people come over, they get shown 
Frank’s toilet on the house tour!”

Continued on page 54

The master bedroom is done in Sherwin-Williams’ Sea Serpent. “I love this colour,” says Frank. “It’s not a 
blue blue, and it’s not a black.” Handsome bedroom suite from Penwood Furniture. ABOVE: The master en 
suite opens off the hallway, allowing the couple to keep different hours without disturbing each other. Dark 
hardware is an attractive accent against various shades of grey.
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Christina explains, “When you’ve got that kind of anticipation – 
thinking about building a house for eight years – every decision feels 
so weighted and it’s all so near and dear to their hearts.” She adds, “It 
meant a lot to be a part of the process and it’s wonderful that they’re so 
satisfied with the results.”

In the end, says Jill, “They took a lot of chances and it’s just worked 
out so well!”  OH
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• Yorkwest Plumbing Supply Inc. ABOVE: Even the family terrier, Rex, has his own room! TOP: The open plan 
lower level was designed so that there are no posts. But there is a kitchen, 
bathroom, rec room, and, most fun, a golf simulator.
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